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bstract

In a focused attention paradigm, saccadic reaction time (SRT) to a visual target tends to be shorter when an auditory accessory stimulus is
resented in close temporal and spatial proximity. Observed SRT reductions typically diminish as spatial disparity between the stimuli increases.
ere a visual target LED (500 ms duration) was presented above or below the fixation point and a simultaneously presented auditory accessory (2 ms
uration) could appear at the same or the opposite vertical position. SRT enhancement was about 35 ms in the coincident and 10 ms in the disparate
ondition. In order to further probe the audiovisual integration mechanism, in addition to the auditory non-target an auditory masker (200 ms
uration) was presented before, simultaneous to, or after the accessory stimulus. In all interstimulus interval (ISI) conditions, SRT enhancement
ent down both in the coincident and disparate configuration, but this decrement was fairly stable across the ISI values. If multisensory integration

olely relied on a feed-forward process, one would expect a monotonic decrease of the masker effect with increasing ISI in the backward masking
ondition. It is therefore conceivable that the relatively high-energetic masker causes a broad excitatory response of SC neurons. During this state,

he spatial audio–visual information from multisensory association areas is fed back and merged with the spatially unspecific excitation pattern
nduced by the masker. Assuming that a certain threshold of activation has to be achieved in order to generate a saccade in the correct direction,
he blurred joint output of noise and spatial audio–visual information needs more time to reach this threshold prolonging SRT to an audio–visual
bject.

2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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n their natural environment, humans and animals alike are
ommonly quite effective in integrating information being trans-
itted from their sensors specialized for particular modalities

ike vision and audition. Combined information from more than
ne modality tends to be more reliable than information from a
ingle modality alone. However, in natural environments multi-
ensory target stimuli are often accompanied by external noise
resumably affecting the process of multisensory integration
n some way. In the laboratory situation, focusing on a single

odality can be part of the instructions for a particular task.
pecifically, in a bimodal setup with saccadic reaction time
SRT) [9] as the main dependent variable of interest, visual stim-
Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Time course of aud
Neurosci. Lett. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017

li are often designated as targets that have to be responded
o as quickly and as accurately as possible, whereas stimuli
rom the other, accessory modality (e.g., auditory) should not
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e paid any attention. This focused attention (FA) paradigm
as emerged as an important testing ground to investigate the
patiotemporal rules of multisensory integration underlying the
eneration and execution of saccadic eye movements [6,26]. The
ssue addressed here is how and to what degree these rules of
rossmodal interaction in SRT may be affected by acoustical
ackground noise.

A key finding in multisensory eye movement research is
hat average SRT to a visual target (about 150–250 ms) tends
o be shorter when an auditory stimulus is presented in close
emporal and spatial proximity: Observed SRT reductions typ-
cally range between 10 and 50 ms, and the effect decreases
s spatial and temporal disparity between the stimuli increases
3,4,10,13,16]. As explanatory mechanisms for this behav-
oral effect, concepts like warning, statistical facilitation, or
itory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual integration?,

enuine crossmodal coactivation have been proposed [6]. Neu-
onal correlates in the form of multisensory neurons have
een found in the midbrain superior colliculus (SC) and in a
ide range of (sub-)cortical regions [8,24,25]. Neurons in the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017
mailto:rike.steenken@uni-oldenburg.de
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ntermediate/deep layers of the SC (dSC) that are involved in
he initiation and control of saccades have overlapping recep-
ive fields (RF) forming a multisensory map of space such that a
iven location in the SC corresponds to a given location in space
15,19]. Their firing rates are greater for spatially aligned stimuli
nd decrease in magnitude as the overlap between the recep-
ive field becomes smaller [1,11,18]. Moreover, their response
nset latency can be shortened by multisensory stimuli com-
ared to unimodal stimuli thereby contributing to a reduction of
bservable reaction time [2,22].

Notwithstanding the wealth of results on the neurophysiol-
gy of multisensory neurons, the correspondence between their
ctivity and behavioral indices like SRT or threshold measure-
ents is not as close as one might expect [14]. For example,
spatially disparate acoustic stimulus not falling within the

uditory receptive field of a multisensory neuron often causes a
epression in the neuron’s response to an excitatory visual stim-
lus [24], whereas SRT to a visual stimulus in an FA paradigm
s rarely delayed by presenting an accessory, spatially disparate
coustic stimulus.

It appears that very few studies have addressed the effect of
arying levels of acoustical background noise on multisensory
ntegration in saccadic responses in a visual–auditory stimulus
onfiguration in any systematic way. Corneil et al. [5] presented
isual, auditory, and spatially coincident bimodal targets on a
omplex audiovisual noise background. They observed increas-
ng SRT gain for bimodal stimuli with higher auditory noise
evels, i.e., decreasing signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios, relative to
he unimodal responses. A recent study from our lab [23] found
ffects of a white-noise masker (of 3 s duration) on bimodal SRT
o depend on spatial configuration: saccadic responses towards
visual target stimulus that was presented on the medial plane

top or bottom position) were slowed down with increasing
asker level when an acoustical non-target (100 ms pink-noise)
as presented spatially coincident, whereas saccadic responses
ith the auditory non-target presented spatially disparate
ere facilitated when masker level increased. Note that this

omewhat amazing result becomes reconcilable with the
biquitous inhibitory effect of spatial disparity between target
nd non-target on SRT in the FA paradigm once it is assumed
hat the essential inhibitory factor is not the physical but, rather,
he perceived – or perceivable (see [23]) – distance between
arget and non-target: In accordance with previous studies (e.g.,
12]), we found a diminishing vertical localizability of the
uditory (non-target) stimulus with decreasing S/N ratio. This
uggests that a high-level masker blurs the perceivable distance
etween visual target and auditory non-target mitigating the
nhibitory effect of spatial disparity on SRT facilitation.

What remains unclear, as yet, is the level of perceptual
rocessing at which the masker affects the visual–auditory inte-
ration of spatially coincident or disparate stimuli. Given that
arget and non-target were always embedded within the 3 s time
nterval of the masker in Steenken et al. [23], the latter may have
Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Time course of aud
Neurosci. Lett. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017

perated at a peripheral level even before any multisensory inte-
ration could have occurred. In order to better gauge the time
ourse of the masker effect on audiovisual interaction, here a FA
aradigm with an auditory temporal masker presented simul-
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aneous, immediately before, or up to 40 ms after an auditory
on-target was employed. Importantly, masker and non-target
id not overlap except in the simultaneous condition.

Subjects were asked to make a saccade as quickly and as
ccurately as possible toward a visual target LED appearing at
he top or bottom position in the medial plane. Note that because
ocalization of acoustical stimuli in elevation is already affected
t higher signal-to-noise ratios compared to the left–right dimen-
ion [5,12] spatial position was only varied in the vertical axis
o facilitate masking of the localizability. Participants were
nstructed to ignore the acoustical non-target presented either
oincident or opposite to the visual target.

Five students (one male), aged 21–31, served as paid volun-
ary participants. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
our had right eye dominance and three were right-handed (self-
escription). They were screened for their ability to follow the
xperimental instructions (few blinks during trial, and saccades
owards visual target). All participants gave their informed con-
ent prior to their inclusion in the study. The experiment was
onducted in accordance with the ethical standards described in
964 Declaration of Helsinki.

The experiment took place in a completely darkened, sound-
ttenuated chamber. Fixation point was a red LED (13 cd/m2,
istance to the monitor 107 cm) positioned at eye level. Two
ed-light-emitting diodes (0.34 cd/m2) fixed on two loudspeak-
rs served as visual targets presented for 500 ms. LEDs were
laced 21◦ above and below the fixation point. Acoustic stimuli
ere presented via two loudspeakers (Canton Plus XS) vertically

ligned to the fixation point. Auditory non-target was a pink
oise (1/f noise, 45 dB SPL, frequency range 100–22,000 Hz,
ampling rate 44,100 Hz) presented for 2 ms, and a running
ncorrelated white noise (52 dB SPL, sampling rate 44,100 Hz)
erved as auditory masker presented for 200 ms. This masker was
erceived by the subjects as a spatially diffuse sound distributed
omewhere between the two loudspeakers.

Eye movements were controlled and recorded by the infrared
ight video system Eyelink-II (SR Research) running on two PCs
DELL Dimension-3100); they were recorded with a temporal
esolution of 500 Hz and horizontal and vertical spatial resolu-
ion of 0.01◦. Criteria for saccade detection on a trial by trial
asis were velocity (35◦/s) and acceleration (>9500◦/s2). The
ecordings from each trial were checked for proper fixation at
he beginning of the trial, eye blinks, and correct detection of
tart and endpoint of the saccade.

The participant sat on a chair with the head on a chin rest
reventing head movements. Every session began with 10 min
f dark adaptation during which the eye movement measure-
ent system was adjusted and calibrated. Each trial began with

he appearance of the fixation point. After a variable fixation
ime (800–1500 ms), the fixation LED disappeared and, simul-
aneously, the visual stimulus was turned on above or below the
xation point (no gap). Participants were instructed to gaze at

he visual target as quickly and as accurately as possible ignor-
itory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual integration?,

ng the auditory stimuli (focused attention paradigm). The visual
arget appeared alone or in combination with the auditory acces-
ory in the coincident or disparate configuration, either with or
ithout masker. All conditions were equally likely to occur.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017
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F esented alone, or with masker, or with masker and (coincident or disparate) acoustical
n ntation of the acoustical non-target. There was no temporal overlap between masker
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Fig. 2. (a) Mean SRT over five participants (±standard error) across all spatial
and masker conditions as a function of ISI. Horizontal lines indicate mean SRT
when no masker was present. (b) Net spatial audio–visual interaction effects:
Plotting the data of panel (a) after subtracting mean SRT of the visual-only-
ig. 1. Time course of a trial. After fix-LED offset, the visual target was either pr
on-target. The masker was presented before, simultaneously, or after the prese
nd non-target except for the simultaneous condition.

isual target and auditory non-target always started simultane-
usly. The interstimulus interval (ISI) between masker and the
uditory non-target was varied: In the forward masking condi-
ion, the masker ended 3, 2 or 1 ms before the presentation of
he auditory accessory; in the simultaneous masking condition,
oth auditory stimuli were presented at the same time; and in
he backward masking condition, the masker followed the end
f presentation of the accessory by 5–40 ms (Fig. 1). Trials were
eparated by a break of 2000 ms. This choice of ISI values was
ased on testing the effectiveness of the temporal masker in a
ilot experiment. In particular, the backward masking was found
o be more efficient than the forward masking.

After extensive training (60 min), each participant com-
leted nine blocks of 288 trials, resulting in a total of
592 trials (72 trials/condition). There were a total of 36
onditions: 11 ISIs times three configurations (coincident/
isparate/visual-only) plus three configurations without masker
coincident/disparate/visual-only). Presentation order in each
lock was completely randomized over conditions. Each block
asted about 20 min, and the entire data collection was spread
ver two weeks.

Trials with anticipations (SRT <80 ms), misses (SRT
500 ms), hypometric saccades (amplitude <5◦), and direction
rrors were excluded from the analysis (1.8% of all data).
mong selected saccades, only about 1.5% were followed by
secondary saccade toward the target. Given this low rate of

ccurrence, the following analyses were focused on the pri-
ary saccades. Inspecting the SRT distributions, we did not
nd any indication for express saccades. Moreover, no change in
ccuracy was observed across the various stimulus conditions.

Fig. 2a shows mean SRTs averaged over all subjects. The
hree lines indicate mean SRTs for the conditions without the

asker (visual-only, coincident, and disparate audiovisual con-
Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Time course of auditory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual integration?,
Neurosci. Lett. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017

ition).
Without the masker, there was a clear audio–visual facil-

tation of about 35 ms for the coincident and 10 ms for the
isparate condition, relative to the visual-only SRT of 240 ms.

plus-masker condition (from coincident/disparate-plus-masker curves) and after
subtracting mean SRT of the visual-only condition (from coincident/disparate-
without-masker lines). Spatial audio–visual interaction takes place when the
curves or lines lie above (facilitation) or below (inhibition) the black dotted
reference line.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017
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he three curves show, in the presence of the masker, the
ependence of SRT on the masker’s time of occurrence relative
o the simultaneously presented auditory non-target, i.e., the
SI, and the visual target. The bottom curve presents the spa-
ially coincident condition indicating multisensory facilitation
elative to both the visual-only-plus-masker condition and
he spatially-disparate-plus-masker condition. Comparing the
patially coincident and disparate conditions with and without
he masker, it appears as if the masker had an opposite effect
nder the two spatial configurations: slowing down mean SRT
n the coincident condition (at least, for positive ISI values)
nd somewhat facilitating mean SRT in the disparate condition.
owever, this interpretation fails to take into account the

acilitative effect the masker, as an auditory spatially unspecific
ccessory stimulus, produces in the visual-only condition: it
peeds up responses by 10–20 ms depending on the visual target
elative to masker ISI. The actual degree to which the masker
nfluences the spatial interaction between target and non-target
s better seen by plotting mean SRTs with reference to the
isual-only-plus-masker curve as a baseline (see Fig. 2b: in the
oincident condition there is an – albeit reduced – facilitative
ffect of the auditory non-target across all ISI values), whereas
n the disparate condition, there is a tendency for a slight
nhibition, except for the ISI = 40 ms value.

No spatial effect is discernible in the simultaneous mask-
ng condition (ISI = 0); for all positive ISI values (backward

asking), there is a relatively constant difference between coin-
ident and disparate mean SRTs of about 10 ms, i.e., the original
patial effect is reduced from about 25 ms to about 10 ms. In
he forward masking conditions (ISI = −3, −2, −1), the spa-
ial effect is slightly larger, about 15–20 ms. The two lines in
ig. 2b indicate the coincident and disparate difference mean
RTs without the masker, relative to the visual-only condition
ithout the masker. The vertical distance of about 25 ms between

he two allows gauging the reduction of the spatial effect gener-
ted by the masker. Moreover, the figure makes it plain that SRT
s more severely impaired in the coincident than in the disparate
onfiguration.

A repeated-measures analysis of variance on SRTs was
erformed with factors: (1) configuration with levels coincident
i.e., visual and auditory stimulus presented at the same
osition), disparate (i.e., visual and auditory stimulus presented
t vertically opposite positions), and visual-only; (2) masker
ith levels absent and present; and (3) interstimulus interval

ISI) with levels −3, −2, −1, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and
0 ms (where negative values mean that the masker ended prior
o the presentation of the acoustical stimulus), and subject
s random factor. The main effect of masker was significant
F(1,4) = 46, p < 0.002) indicating that participants were on
verage faster when the masker was present. Factor configu-
ation also reached significance (F(2,8) = 39, p < 0.0001), but

significant interaction with the factor subject (F(8,7) = 4,
< 0.038) reveals some subject-specific effects. Whereas mean
Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Time course of aud
Neurosci. Lett. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017

RT to a visual target was generally shorter when target and
ccessory were presented coincident rather than disparate,
here was no consistent ordering between the disparate and
isual-only conditions across participants.
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The interaction between masker and configuration was signif-
cant (F(2,8) = 37, p < 0.0001), but a three-way interaction with
ubject (F(8,80) = 5, p < 0.0001) precludes a consistent inter-
retation across participants. All participants slowed down in
he coincident condition in the presence of a masker, but again
here was no consistent ordering between the other configu-
ations across subjects. Random factor subject was significant
eflecting interindividual differences in absolute SRTs. The main
ffect of ISI was significant (F(10,40) = 5, p < 0.0001), but the
nteraction of ISI and configuration was not (p = 0.129), indi-
ating that the spatial effects were stable over the entire time
ange. Comparing forward masking (negative ISIs) with back-
ard masking (positive ISIs) in a separate analysis revealed

he masking direction as the driving source of the ISI main
ffect (216 ms vs. 224 ms, respectively, p < 0.0001). In addition,
ll SRTs were analyzed with respect to their absolute spatial
osition (top or bottom). Except for a general slow-down for
pwards directed saccades of about 15 ms, no further effects
ere found.
In a focused attention task, saccadic reaction time to a visual

arget has previously been shown to be facilitated in the pres-
nce of a spatially coincident auditory accessory stimulus [3,10].
his has been replicated here with an auditory stimulus with a
uration as short as 2 ms. Moreover, no improvement in audio-
isual saccade accuracy was observed, compared to responses
o visual targets alone. Typically, in a more natural environ-

ent humans and animals are faced with additional auditory
oise stimuli. Probing for possible effects on multisensory
nteraction in such an enriched situation, several studies have
bserved that SRT facilitation for spatially coincident stimuli
iminishes with decreasing S/N ratio within a simultaneous
asking paradigm [5,23]. This paradigm has been extended

ere utilizing a temporal masking paradigm where a (200 ms
hite noise) masker was presented before, after, or simultane-
us with the non-target. It turned out that the masker reduces
ultisensory facilitation across the entire range of ISI values

Fig. 2b).
In order to understand the role of the masker in spatiotemporal

nteraction between visual target and auditory non-target, one
ust distinguish the effect of the masker as a possible additional

uditory cue from its effect on the visual–auditory integration
echanism. Comparing the visual-only SRT with the visual-

nly-plus-masker SRT discloses a facilitatory effect of about
0 ms that has the hallmark of a temporal warning effect: it
s most pronounced when the masker terminates 3, 2, or 1 ms
efore target onset, and it gradually diminishes when the onset
f the masker lags the target onset up to 40 ms (Fig. 2a).

Once this warning effect of the masker has been taken into
ccount, its decelerating impact on the multisensory spatial SRT
ffect becomes visible in the coincident as well as in the disparate
onfiguration (see Fig. 2b). This finding differs from a recent
tudy in our lab [23] where visual targets and auditory non-
argets were presented in identical spatial conditions: we found
itory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual integration?,

hat a simultaneous masker had a diametrical effect on SRT in
he coincident and disparate spatial condition. Whereas SRT in
he coincident condition was slowed down, it was speeded up
n the disparate condition with increasing noise level. A sepa-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017
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ate auditory localization task revealed a particular sensitivity to
asking noise in the vertical dimension, as previously found in
ood and Gilkey [12]. The slow-down of SRT in the coincident

ondition of Steenken et al. [23] may therefore have been a con-
equence of the impaired localizability of the auditory non-target
ith increasing background noise. The simultaneous speed-up
f SRT in the spatially disparate condition, however, may have
ad its source in a strategic behavior of the participants: in order
o suppress a saccadic response to the auditory non-target (49 dB
PL noise of 100 ms duration) in the disparate condition, partic-

pants had to inhibit their oculomotor system somewhat if they
ere to keep erroneous responses at the required low level; an

ncreasing background noise level, however, reduces the stim-
lative nature of the non-target and, thereby, the tendency to
irect gaze in the wrong direction allowing participants to relax
heir inhibitory control accordingly. The discrepancy between
he two studies may be explained by the physical properties of
he auditory non-targets: here a rather weak auditory stimulus
2 ms duration) was employed with a very low chance of trigger-
ng a saccade in the wrong direction. Therefore, the presumed
nhibition of the oculomotor system in the first study was not
ecessary for the participants to avoid errors. Support for this
ypothesis comes from comparing the SRTs in the visual-only
ondition of three subjects participating in both experiments.
ere, these subjects were, on average, 25 ms faster although the

nergy of the visual stimulus was the same.
The most interesting finding of this study, besides demon-

trating a weakening effect of the masker on multisensory
nhancement, is the observation that the amount of this effect
emains rather unaffected by delaying the onset of the masker up
o 40 ms after presentation of the target and the non-target. This
uggests that whatever the masker does to the mechanism of
isual–auditory interaction, it will have the same effect whether
t occurs 5 ms or 40 ms after the onset of the target/non-target
air. That timing is critical is demonstrated by the ISI = 0 con-
ition, the only condition when masker and auditory non-target
verlap temporally: the spatial effect of multisensory SRT breaks
own completely and the masker seems to act as a non-specific
arning signal [7].
Note that this virtual invariance of the backward masking

ffect on multisensory enhancement hints at an involvement of
eedback processes in visual–auditory integration [8,17]. Specif-
cally, if multisensory integration solely relied on a feed-forward
or bottom-up) process, then one would expect a monotonic
ecrease of the masker effect with increasing ISIs rather than
he constancy as observed here.

On a neuronal level, it is therefore conceivable that the rela-
ively high-energetic backward masker causes a broad excitatory
esponse of SC neurons [5] that lasts for a certain time. During
his state, the spatial audio–visual information from multisen-
ory association areas is fed back and merged with the unspecific
xcitation pattern induced by the masker. Assuming that a certain
hreshold of activation has to be achieved in order to generate
Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Time course of aud
Neurosci. Lett. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017

saccade in the correct direction, the blurred joint output of
oise and spatial audio–visual information needs more time to
each that threshold and thereby prolongs SRT to an audio–visual
bject in a noisy environment.
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It may be instructive to relate this hypothesis to some more
pecific estimates of the timing and presumed feedback inter-
ctions of the suggested subprocesses.1 After about 18 ms, an
coustical stimulus (here, the auditory non-target) is already
elivered to the intermediate deep layers of the SC (dSC)
27], and after about 28 ms to the auditory cortex A1 [20]. It
s known that top-down influences of the anterior ectosylvian
ulcus (AES) and/or the lateral suprasylvian cortex rLS are nec-
ssary for multisensory integration to occur on the neuronal
dSC) as well as on the behavioral level. Note that although the
ssociation area contains multisensory neurons, the unimodal
eurons almost exclusively send their projections to the dSC
nd are therefore responsible for multisensory integration in the
idbrain structure [25]. Concerning the auditory information

his suggests that the non-target activity is sent to the auditory
ubarea of the AES (FAES) and from there back to the dSC. Bell
t al. [2] observed that the earliest response onset latencies to
patially aligned audio–visual stimuli that determine a saccade
n the correct direction are seen at about 80 ms. However, since
ere the masker’s duration was 200 ms it could innervate the SC
ver a time span from 5 ms (in the backward masking condi-
ion, with respect to the termination of the acoustical stimulus)
o 240 ms. When the feedback process from the AES carrying
patial audio–visual information [25,21] arrives during this con-
tant and broad excitation of the SC, it results in a reduced spatial
esolution leading to the reduction in multisensory SRT effects
bserved in our data.

Alternatively, it cannot be excluded that the relatively weak
uditory stimulus is processed more slowly than the high ener-
etic masker. Within the limited headstart of up to maximally
0 ms, the masker could catch up with the auditory non-target
erging into a less specific representation of spatial auditory

nformation. In that case, a pure feed-forward process would
e compatible with the present results. However, given that an
uditory stimulus is (on average) delivered to A1 already after
bout 28 ms [20], it seems questionable whether the masker can
eally compensate for the headstart.

To sum up, a masker impaired spatial audio–visual interaction
n all three temporal masking conditions: in the simultaneous
ondition, spatial interaction was destroyed, whereas in the for-
ard and backward condition a reduced level of interaction
as still preserved. The fact that the impact of the masker

emained rather invariant across the backward conditions points
o an involvement of feedback processes in multisensory integra-
ion. Taking into account the published estimates about neural
rocessing times suggests an interplay between cortical and
ubcortical areas even for a basic object binding task with audio-
isual stimuli as simple as utilized here.
itory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual integration?,

einschaft: International Graduate School for Neurosensory

1 Note, however, that these estimates were derived from different species
humans, cat, monkey) and different measurement techniques.
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The authors regret to communicate that, due to a programming
error, the duration of the auditory accessory non-target stimulus
in the experiment was 20 ms rather than 2 ms, as reported. A cor-
rected depiction of the time course of a trial is presented in Fig. 1
below. The change in the relative timing between the auditory
accessory and the masker generates a fourth condition of partial
masking where the masker follows the onset of the non-target by a
certain time delay (stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA) (see Fig. 1). In
the original text, the following substitutions should be made: (1)
U
N

C
O

R
R

E
C

TE
D

 P
R

O

Please cite this article in press as: R. Steenken, et al., Erratum to “Time
integration?” [Neurosci. Lett. 435 (2008) 78–83], Neurosci. Lett. (2008), do

“20 ms” instead of “2 ms” (auditory non-target); (2) SOA “7,12,17”
instead of interstimulus intervals (ISI) “5, 10, 15”, and ISIs “2, 7, 12,
22” instead of ISIs “20, 25, 30, 40”; (3) The second paragraph on the
last page of text “The most interesting finding . . . as a non-specific
warning signal [7].” should be replaced by “The most Interesting
finding of this study, besides demonstrating a weakening effect of
the masker on multisensory enhancement, is the observation that
the amount of this effect remains rather unaffected by delaying the
onset of the masker up to 22 ms after presentation of the target and
the non-target. This suggests that whatever the masker does to the
mechanism of visual–auditory interaction, it will have the same
effect whether it occurs with an SOA of 7 ms or 22 ms after the
onset of the target/non-target pair. That timing is critical is demon-
strated by the ISI = 0 condition, the only condition when masker and
auditory non-target completely overlap: the spatial effect of mul-
tisensory SRT breaks down entirely and the masker seems to act
as a non-specific warning signal [7]. Presumably, the reduced spa-
tial audio–visual effect is determined by that part of the auditory
stimulus which is present without the masker. Otherwise, the SRT
in the ISI = 0 condition should have been the same as for the other

DOI of original article:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.02.017.
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r effects:
n?”

y

temporal masking conditions. Moreover, it seems that 7 ms of the
unmasked non-target are sufficient to generate the reduced spatial
audio–visual effect seen here, because no further difference in SRT
is discernable, even if the masker follows the end of presentation
of the accessory by 2–22 ms.”
course of auditory masker effects: Tapping the locus of audiovisual
i:10.1016/j.neulet.2008.04.028

Fig. 1. . Time course of a trial. After fix-LED offset, the visual target was either pre-
sented alone, or with masker, or with masker and (coincident or disparate) acoustical
non-target. The masker was presented before, simultaneously, or after the presen-
tation of the acoustical non-target. There was no temporal overlap between masker
and non-target except for the simultaneous condition.
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